Средно училище с езиково обучение „А.С.Пушкин“, гр.Варна

ETwinning and Erasmus+ at home 2020/ 26.06.2020
1. 2019-1-BG01-KA101-061485 „Европейски аспекти на съвременното езиково
и иновативно обучение“ (01-06-2019- 30-05-2020)
2. 2019-1-ES01-KA229-063792_4 „Flipped Classroom strategy to fight against
school absenteeism improving students motivation and performance“ (0109-2019- 31-08-2021)
3. eTwinning проекти:
I'm an European citizen and I have rights
Consumers have the right to fair and transparent information so that their choices are made aware.
They need to know the 'Truth About the Products' starting from observing the information on the label, the
ingredients mentioned on them to exist in reality and in the product, the messages in the...

All for one & one for all
Life has shown that socio-emotional skills are some of the most important skills, deficits in the
development of these skills, causing problems in childhood, adolescence or adult life. From signaling
one's needs, in the first year of life, to relationships of reciprocity, tolerance of those around, to primary
social interactions...

Math and the world around us
"When will I need math at all?" "Will I ever need math at all?" Everywhere in the world, students ask these
questions in math classes. They often feel helpless about the tasks and hastily conclude that math is
useless in real life situations. However, it is almost impossible to imagine...

Mysterious World of Geometric Shapes in Pictures
A distinguished Russian artist Kazimir Malevich paid great attention to geometric shapes in his pictures.A
Belarusian-French artist Mark Chagall said: For me a picture is a surface covered with representations of
things in a certain logical order. In our project, we would like to create pictures covered with geometric
shapes...

Euro-Legend Detectives
Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Ireland, France and Spain will showcase their country legendary mythical
stories and their cultural heritage. The activities will be focused around the traditional legends of the 6
partnership schools. Recording videos, writing plays, designing interactive posters and performing
activities related to the traditional legends of the partnership...

Legends and myths of my region
Learn about local legends and myths, present them to other schools, and make presentations, dramas,
puzzles and art creations, posters.

Smile for Christmas
The idea of the project is to stimulate students' creativity, to provoke their desire for self-demonstration via
different forms and means of expression of fine and applied arts. Developing the individuality and specific
gifts of students, their ability to unleash their creative potential in the implementation of projects,
workshops, artstudios.

From Virtual to Reality-Moving from eTwinning to Erasmus + in schools TCA
This project will be used in the TCA 'From Virtual to Reality Moving from eTwinning to Erasmus + in
schools' to encourage participants to explore Twinspace as a tool for enhancing Erasmus plus projects.

'' We are all migrants, aren’t we? '' ''Сеобе/Сви смо ми били мигранти, зар не? ''
High school / high school students in the final grades (18/19 years) will be concerned with the
phenomena of migrations based on an analysis of the situation in contemporary societies of the world.
So, students will look for answers to questions like; what movements are known to the historical,
civilizational...

Let's Code Together
This Project is prepared for codeweek. We will add an activity on codeweek.eu website and Code Week 4
All Code will be shared with the other partners. The Project partners will prepared a Project with the same
code on codeweek.eu website. The age range of our Project is 10-14 years.CODE...

This is the way how CLIL we are
We will create a portfolio of CLIL lessons that will be an inspiration for all teachers who try to teach using
CLIL.All teachers can involve as many classes as they want.Step 1 Introduce your class (use your
favourite tool)Step 2 Introduce your school (country, town, educational program, building, people) Step...

Flipped Classroom strategy to fight against school absenteeism improving students motivation and
performance
We are living in the digital era and the way people communicate has been altered enormously. Internet
and mobile phones has changed our lives forever. Nonetheless, the way of teaching has not. Teachers
tend to continue making use of the classical approach, master classes in which teachers deliver “the
perfect”...

Writing stories by contents
The project process is around contents and one or more subject used to establish in collaboration one ore
many short stories.Each teacher collaborate according to this puple and what he teach
(computer/english/french/history....)The method willl be CLIL, CALL or another content basing method
according to its school subject.So it is a...

Scratch проекти: https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/26345720/
Работа по проекти е споделена на страницата на училището:
http://sueovarna.com/index.php/events/2017-11-24-07-33-41

